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To Date a Man, You Must Understand a Man: The Keys to Catch a Great GuyFinally, The JEWEL

and the companion book to compliment all of my books! This dating advice for women book gives

you the blueprint to the male mind so YOU can get what you want from a man and NOT the other

way around.Where is the manual to teach women how to deal with men? Where is the dating book

to communicate with a man and get one's desires met? And where is the course instructing women

on how to keep a man in love with them?Right Here! Don't Believe? Read My Reviews!Guys get

away with tons of stuff and YOU allow them to. This book will strip a man of his power and render

him helpless UNTIL you have gained what you desire through his actions. And then, and ONLY

then, will we "power him up" again.Hi I'm Gregg. I'm a top dating coach out of Boston and this is

what I am offering you:Buy this book and there is a good chance you can talk privately with meHow

many Authors offer this? Everyone's story is unique. You are unique. Men are unique. But your

situation is not. I have seen it and fixed it a thousand times. So if we can talk directly, we can

improve your situation.This is what I do: I take as many emails as I can during my week. So it's

possible I can talk with you directly. But please, don't beat me up if I can't get to you or I arrive too

late. My email is at the back of this book. I enjoy working with my readers and my reviews prove

this.This book is your core read to understand how we think, my other top dating books are your

tools, and I am your confidence builder.In Section 1, We Learn His Blueprint:The conveyer belt to

manhood (The influences of our upbringing)How men love in different ways and how these affect

YOUHow men determine a keeperThe 3 things men require (they are not what you think)The 5

mistakes women often make and don't realize it (this alone will change your life)Doesn't it drive you

nuts how a man will show his soft underbelly to his male friends? He won't show you crap when it

comes to his emotions but he spills his feelings to his buds. This is the contempt that many men

hold over women. I will teach you "Man Mode" to counter this contempt. Man mode is how you

communicate to a man just like his friends do. It's simple, MAGICAL, and he won't even know you

are doing it!In Section 2, I Teach:How and why you need to control your emotionsMan ModeHow to

become a higher woman of value (experiences-the more the better)Baggage handling (both his and

yours)My formula for attraction (complete this first, then find a guy)Confidence building done my

way (You have never heard of this trick!)Some men are just idiots and should be DUMPEDPower

dating and why you need to do this Is he the one? And the plan to test him (this is fun)Ladies, DO

NOT PASS UP THIS BOOK! Hit the buy right now button in the upper right and let's get to

work.Read the sequel to this book! Manimals! Understanding Different Types of Men and How to

Date Them It's powerful, funny, and interactive. About The AuthorGregg Michaelsen, Boston's top



dating coach strikes again with trending dating advice for women. Read all his books on ; Power

Texting Men, The Social Tigress, Who Holds the Cards Now?, How to Get Your Ex Back Fast and

Love is in The Mouse. These books are game changers! Please visit him and get coaching on his

site www.WhoHoldsTheCardsNow.comLet's Get to Work!Â 
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I actually just got out of an 11yr relationship. And the stuff you've written is a huge reason my

relationship lasted as long as it did, which makes me feel better.When I started dating

again...well...11yrs is a long time to be out of the game. Things have drastically changed. I started

the online dating thing, but noticed a trend where guys would just look at my pics without reading my

profile. Many seemed more predator than potential mate.I'm not yet ready to find a new life partner.

But I do not wish to be some boy's conquest either. And I've noticed things have gone all

topsy-turvy, and there are few men willing to properly court a dame.So. I did what I tend to do when

unsure how to tackle what seems an extra unruly tangle, so I bought a bunch of books. This book.

Power of the Pussy. And a bunch of books geared toward the PUA, to help me avoid them.These

books have been a god-send!I tweaked my profiles a bit, to the point where I made a "note" on my



last pic. It read - Note: Boys who just glance at photos and are unwilling to read a profile are a red

flag to us dames, which says something about your illiterate ass, not ours. But I'm just a just a dumb

girl, so what do I know?I made other tweaks, but felt that specific one was indicative of the whole. I

have a quirky sense of humor, and thought it a good idea to let this shine in my profile, and only

reply to men who "got" my irreverent tone.It changed the whole game.I recently met a guy who is

wooing me like a proper lady. He fed me strawberries with melted chocolate. Took me to the new

sci-fi film (I'm a nerdy gal) Edge of Tomorrow in one of those nifty theatres that serve food. He's

cooked me dinner. Thinks I'm hilarious...
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